ATM Career Development Event
May 5, 2008

Time Schedule

7:30 – 7:45 Check-in teams, Welcome, Announcements - Room 63 Seaton
No teachers!!! (Organize, assign color code, provide map)  Clark

7:45 – 8:15 Test - Room 63 Seaton (all together) Wolf, others

8:15 – 8:25 Move to Room Assignments for individual problem rotations Guides

Individual Problem Solving

20 minutes per rotation

Rotate Groups
8:25 - 8:45 Rotation 1
Rotate Groups
8:50 - 9:10 Rotation 2
Rotate Groups
9:15 - 9:35 Rotation 3
Rotate Groups
9:40 -10:00 Rotation 4

Systems, Room Assignments, Leader(s) Color codes & Rotional Number

1. Machinery (blue) – S37 & Courtyard - Price
2. Struc/Energy/Mktg/Indus (yellow) – S142 South – Harner
3. Envir. & Nat. Resources (red) – S142 North - Rogers
4. Understanding BAE (purple) – S134 – Mankin

Rotation format: 1 goes to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 1

Team Problem Solving

Rotate All Groups to Courtyard to Organize for Team Event

10:00 - 10:10 Instructions for team events in the courtyard

10:10 - 12:00 Team Events: (group size = 21 teams, 5-6 per rotation)

10:10 – 10:35 1 – Machinery – Blue – Price – S37 & Courtyard
10:37 – 11:02 2 - Energy/Mktg/Industrial – Yellow – Harner – S142 South
11:32 – 12:00 4 – Environmental & Natural Resources – Red – Christianson – S133

Teams will have a 25 minute rotation schedule!

Rotations will occur in number order as above (1 goes to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 1)

A room location map is located on the back of this sheet!!!!